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Abstract. Signal-background classification is a central problem in High-Energy Physics
(HEP), playing a major role for the discovery of new fundamental particles. The recent
Parameterized Neural Network (pNN) is able to leverage multiple signal mass hypotheses as
an additional input feature to effectively replace a whole set of individual neural classifiers, each
providing (in principle) the best response for the corresponding mass hypothesis. PNNs have
the potential to overcome the burden of training a multitude of independent classifiers, enabling
interpolation as well as some degree of extrapolation, but also achieving better generalization
and data-efficiency as a single model is trained on all the available data. In this work we
discuss several design choices, with a particular focus on the conditioning mechanisms, to enable
parametric neural networks for real-world physics analyses.

1. Introduction
The problem of signal-background classification represents a crucial part of a particle physics
analysis. It is of fundamental interest the development of methods able to provide an increasingly
better selection efficiency. The aim of this process is to discard how much background events as
possible, representing everything that is already well-known, while retaining the largest amount
of signal events: the theorized particle decay(s). Preserving enough signal in a statistically
plausible manner is fundamental for physicists, in order to give relevance to their findings. The
very classical approach to this problem is to rely on expert knowledge to derive hand-designed
threshold or cut rules, applied to one or more manually-selected variables. Such cut-based
approach has been (partially) replaced by machine learning (ML) methods, such as decision
trees (DTs) [1] and neural networks (NNs) [2]. ML methods have the benefit of being able to
find higher-order relations (or patterns) in the data that often lead to superior discrimination
performance, without the need of either an extensive study of the data nor the design of hand-
made rules or features.

Despite such benefits, when physicists want to study their theoretical hypotheses on multiple
mass points, even the ML approach starts to be difficult to apply in practice: assuming we want
to study our hypothetical signal(s) on M mass values, we would be required an effort that scales
as a function of the number of mass hypotheses to test: as O(M), i.e. linearly. In practical
terms, this means that the development, training, hyper-parameter tuning, management, and
eventual deployment effort is almost multiplied by M : the number of chosen mass points. In
addition, generating a sufficient amount of data samples for each mass point can be challenging,
as Monte-Carlo simulations required to generate such samples are notoriously computationally



intensive to run. Fortunately, the introduction of parameterized neural networks (pNNs) [3, 4]
provides an elegant solution to such problems.

2. Improving parameterized neural networks
Parameterized neural networks [3, 4] are designed to exploit the domain knowledge of one or
more physics parameters, resulting in an architectural variation of the common neural network
design [5]. The physics parameter(s), like the mass of the hypothetical particle, is treated as
an additional input that is fed to the neural network along with the feature vectors. Let the
(scalar) physics parameter be m (since, in our particular case, it represents the signal mass
hypotheses), x the vector of particle’s feature, and θ a set of learnable weights (or neural
network’s parameters); a pNN can be defined as fθ(x,m), being a learnable function of the
physics parameter, m, whereas a canonical neural network would be denoted as fθ(x). The
dependence among fθ, x, and m is the core idea behind pNNs, that, in practice, is implemented
by a proper conditioning mechanism [6].

With such an elegant formulation, a single model (the pNN) is trained on all the data and so
on all signal mass hypotheses at once (in general, on all combinations of the physics parameters),
being an effective replacement for M independent classifiers, each trained on a single mass point.
In this way, the effort required for the entire workflow is now not a function of the number of
mass hypotheses, anymore. Indeed, there is no free lunch; there are practical challenges to
address, such as: (1) finding the best way to condition on the physics parameter, (2) how to
correctly assign the parameter to background events (since it is, in principle, well defined for
the signal only), and (3) how to correctly evaluate the pNN. Fortunately, if such problems are
correctly solved the pNN offers even more benefits compared to the classical approach, such as:
interpolation and extrapolation of intermediate and boundary values of the physics parameter,
and a better data-efficiency (since all the data is consumed by a single model, instead of training
multiple classifiers on subsets of the dataset), which usually leads to improved generalization.

2.1. Conditioning mechanisms
The conditioning operation can be applied to any kind of data (e.g. vectors, images) and
domains. It consists of altering the output of whatever neural network model (the conditional-
GAN [7] is a good example) as z, called the conditioning or task representation, varies. The
representation z can take various forms: an embedding, a one-hot encoded vector, or a single or
multi-dimensional discrete or continuous variable. Simple yet effective mechanisms are [6]:

• Concatenation-based conditioning: the physics parameter m (our mass) is first
concatenated along the last dimension (axis) of the input features x, and the result is
then passed through a linear layer. The overall operation is

z = W [x m] + b, (1)

where z is the conditioned representation, and (W, b) are the weights and biases parameters
of the linear combination1. The concatenation along the last axis is simply denoted by [·],
which, in TensorFlow [8], corresponds to tf.concat([x, m], axis=-1).

• Conditional biasing: it turns out that the concatenation-based conditioning can be
expressed in an equivalent form, in terms of element-wise addition (denoted by ⊕):

z = (Wm+ b)⊕ x, (2)

where the conditioning representation (m) is first expanded by a linear layer (whose output
dimension must match x) to yield a bias vector, which is then added to the inputs x.

1 In practice, such linear combination corresponds to the application of a Dense layer without activation function.



• Conditional scaling: an alternative mechanism to both concatenation and biasing, can
be built from element-wise multiplication (or Hadamard product, ⊙):

z = x⊙ (Wm+ b) (3)

This time the parameter is expanded to a scaling vector, which is then multiplied element-
by-element to the vector x.

2.2. The affine architecture
It is not yet clear when one of such mechanisms should be preferred. So, to avoid trying each one
at a time, we can design a novel affine-conditioning mechanism [6, 4] by combining biasing with
scaling, as depicted in figure 1. Such conditioning operations can be implemented as layers,

Figure 1. The affine-conditioning
mechanism: the physics parameter,
m, is first independently expanded
twice, by means of two linear lay-
ers, respectively to scaling s and
biasing b vectors, which are subse-
quently multiplied to the inputs, x,
and finally added to the resulting
vector. The resulting conditioned
representation, z, is yield as follows:
z = x⊙ s(m)⊕ b(m).

and exchanged together to easily build different neural network architectures. For example,
the Baldi’s pNN [3] makes use of concatenation-based conditioning to combine x with m, right
after the input layer, and the result of the conditioning is then subject to various non-linearities
until the sigmoid output. Another degree of freedom, when designing parametric architectures,
regards the point of the layer hierarchy at which is best to perform the conditioning: at the
beginning, right before the output, or in the middle? Intuitively, to make the conditioning
stronger we can think of applying the mechanism repeatedly, at multiple levels of the hierarchy.
This is how the affine architecture [4] is designed, applying the affine-conditioning on the mass
parameter after each non-linearity. In practice, the first conditioning is performed on a non-
linear combination of the input features (after the first Dense layer), then the output is subject
to another non-linearity and conditioned again, repeating this until reaching the output layer.

2.3. Assignment of the physics parameter
The mass feature (in general, the physics parameters) are only well defined for the signal samples.
This can be, for example, because the value is not meaningful when associated to background
events. Nonetheless, the assignment of the parameter to the background samples is necessarily
required to train the pNN at all. In practice, there are two general strategies to follow [4]:

(i) Identical distribution: the parameter for the i-th background event is assigned by
randomly sampling a value from the finite set M = {m1,m2, . . . ,mM} of unique signal
mass hypotheses, i.e., m(i) ∼ M. For a generic parameter, p, that follows a probability
distribution, Dp, we just sample from the same distribution: p(i) ∼ Dp.

(ii) Different distribution: in general terms, the idea here is to define a probability
distribution from the parameter, p, that is different from Dp, which is the original law that
p follows. Taking the mass parameter as an example, we can define a uniform distribution



that covers the entire mass range, i.e., U(m1,mM ). Also in this case, we sample to assign
the mass parameter: m(i) ∼ U(m1,mM ).

It should be noticed that if the parameter is differently distributed between signal and
background, as in the second strategy, information about the true class label can be leaked
to the model: this may cause an increase in classification performance due to learning from
spurious correlations, which should be avoided unless proper regularization is applied.

2.4. Balanced training procedure
To further improve our parametric models we can leverage the domain knowledge about our own
data. In general, our background events can belong to P different processes (in this particular
case, P = 1), and the physics parameter, if discrete2 or enumerable, can take at most M distinct
values. This results in P×M×C possible combinations of background process, parameter value,
and class labels (for binary classification, like our case, C = 2.) These possibilities allow us to
organize (or balance) the samples within each training mini-batch in multiple ways [4]:

• Class balance: The class labels (C) are balanced within each mini-batch, regardless the
signal and background processes. Considering two classes, we balance them by sampling
events such that half the batch represents the positive class (i.e., the signal), and the other
half with background samples.

• Signal balance: We build mini-batches such that there is an equal amount of signal events
for each distinct value of M , implying that each m ∈ M is present in a batch. In this case,
the batch size B = (M ×Bs) +Bb would contain a total of M ×Bs signal samples (where
Bs denotes the number of events to consider each time), and Bb background events.

• Background balance: An equal amount of background samples are allocated in a mini-
batch per process, P . This results in a batch size B = Bs + (Bb × P ), where Bs is the
proportion of the (unbalanced) signal, and Bb × P the total number of background events.
In this case, all the background processes are contained in a mini-batch.

• Full balance: The mini-batches are build considering an equal proportion of samples given
all the possible combinations C ×M × P . For two classes the batch size, B, is divided in
two balanced halves such that B = (Bs × M) + (Bb × P ), where Bs and Bb have to be
chosen such that Bs ×M and Bb × P are approximately equal.

Adopting the balanced training procedure can be helpful at mitigating the bias that arise from
class frequencies, especially if some of them are particularly more frequent than others.

3. Results
We conduct our evaluation on the HEPMASS-IMB [9, 4] dataset, a more challenging version of
HEPMASS [10, 3] in which a large portion of the training signal events have been removed to
create an imbalance among mass points, and between class labels as well. The dataset depicts
the search of an hypothetical particle X, at five mass points: 500, 750, 1000, 1250, and 1500
GeV. There are a total of 26 features (a combination of both low- and high-level variables) that
describe each event, plus the 27-th mass feature mX : by default a random value from the five
available have been assigned to the background events.

3.1. The significance ratio metric
The approximate median significance (AMS) [11, 12] is a formula used for hypothesis testing,
which can also provide insights about classification performance since it relates the amount
of true classified signal, st, with how much background events, bt, are retained for a given

2 If continuous, it can be, for example, binned to yield Nbins disjoint intervals.



classification threshold, t. The issue regards the dependency it has on the total number of signal
and background events contained in our dataset. Without any weighting, the scale of the AMS
of each mass points is different, therefore not comparable. For this reason, the significance ratio
[4] introduces a normalization constant that depends on the mass point, such that:

σratio(m) =
maxtAMS(t)

smmax/
√
smmax

, (4)

where the ratio smmax/
√
smmax represents the ideal significance value for the mass point m:

assuming a perfect classification scenario in which all the background is rejected, and all the
signal is correctly predicted (i.e., smmax). Dividing by the constant enables each σratio(m) to have
the same numerical scale for all mass points, m, allowing them to be comparable against each
other. Furthermore, the metric is normalized in [0, 1], providing also an intuitive interpretation
of classification performance where the best models approaches a significance ratio of 1.

3.2. Impact of conditioning mechanism
When designing pNNs the choice of the conditioning mechanism is an important one. In
particular, we evaluated the type (concatenation, biasing, scaling, and affine conditioning) and
the position, i.e. the place where the conditioning happens, such as: right after the input layer
(begin), placed after every non-linearity (all), and just before the output layer (end). Table 1
shows the results for two tasks: classification, and interpolation [4]. For both tasks we evaluated
the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic and Precision-Recall curves (respectively
denoted by AUROC and AUPR), and the proposed significance ratio (σratio) but computed on
the best threshold value. As we can see, conditioning at the end usually leads to the worst
performance, whereas the biasing and affine conditioning are the best in both scenarios: the
latter also being more robust regardless the position at which it happens. Finally, concatenation
(at begin) attains competitive results.

All the models considered for comparisons have four layers, respectively with 300, 150, 100,
and 50 units (resulting in about 70k learnable parameters), with ReLU [13] activation and
a Dropout [14] probability of 25%. The minimization of the binary cross-entropy loss was
conducted by the Adam optimizer [15], with a learning rate of 5× 10−4, on a batch size of 1024.
The trainable parameters were initialized following the he_uniform scheme [16] (and zeros

for biases), and further regularized by an l2-penalty of 10−5 and 10−6 for weights and biases,
respectively. Finally, the physics parameter were assigned by following the identical distribution
strategy, and no mini-batch balancing occurred to isolate the contribution of the conditioning.

4. Conclusions
In this paper we discussed several design choices to improve parameterized neural networks: a
recent kind of classifier that is particularly promising for signal-background classification in HEP.
We assessed the impact of the conditioning mechanism, a crucial design choice, finding that (1)
although concatenation and biasing have an equivalent formulation, in practice performance are
expected to differ, and (2) that the affine conditioning yields, on average, the best and more
robust performance when facing both classification and interpolation tasks.
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